FIND THEIR SIZE
Just 4 easy steps to finding your child’s fit.

For shoe sizing accuracy, print this document on 8.5”x11” paper at 100% (full size).

How To Measure
1. Place your child’s heel along the solid line at the base of the chart.
2. Have him or her put weight on the foot being measured and relax all toes. The line that touches the longest toe indicates the correct shoe size.
   Tip: The shorter lines indicate half sizes.
   Since one foot is often larger than the other, make sure you measure both of your child’s feet. You should purchase the size that fits the largest foot.

Find Their Width
3. Measure your child’s right foot, aligning his or her instep (the inside of the foot) with the solid line on the left side of the chart.
   Tip: If the outside of the foot moves beyond the dotted line, you should consider buying a wide width.
4. Repeat with your child’s left foot by aligning his or her instep with the solid line on the right side of the chart.

Approximate age ranges:
Baby (ages 0-11 months): sizes 0 – 3.5
Toddler (ages 1-3 years): sizes 4 – 10
Preschool (ages 4-8): sizes 10.5 – 3
Grade School (ages 8+): sizes 3.5 – 7

REMINDER:
Take your child’s shoes off to determine the correct size.

ACCURACY CHECK:
To ensure correct printing size, place a credit card here. If it fits, the chart was printed correctly.